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Butler, Ob Cit p 49


The seeds of this had been evident. She spoke of the confidence building virtue of volunteer work and its contribution to self-esteem. In her own experience voluntary work with the Brotherhood had led her to paid work and to higher study.

Neil Mitchell Interview with Hazel Hawke, ABC radio 19.9.95,

1 John Curtin Prime Ministerial Library. Records of Hazel Hawke.

19 I said that real flexibility and choice will only come when the whole of society is comfortable with the attitudinal change which is necessary, and until that occurs, some battles are won and some are lost, but the war continues."

Bowers 'Peacock:after the victory, as for sword Sydney Morning Herald, 29 September 1984 JCPML00428/13

When asked in 1994 about what might be a successful life or how would a successful life be measured Hawke claimed that she ...

14 Steve

15 Ob Cit


17 Roger Butler further outlines the imperative and immediacy of a sense of fair mindedness and equivalence in society and the importance of having choice:

"Community-based organisations have earned a solid reputation for increasing the level of rights into the mainstream. Incorporative processes have taken on a much more serious and valued role than they have in the past, and they are now seen as a vehicle for extensions of the processes of the political system."

20 On many occasions Hazel Hawke spoke of the community as a 'very nourishing thing'. She saw and valued the way groups could...

Post

21 As Bob Hawke's profile strengthened during the tumultuous late 1970s he was seen as a potential leader for the Federal Labor of 1980. In April 1980 the then President of the ALP, John Gorton, agreed to support the Bob Hawke bid. The Commonwealth election of 1980 was won by the ALP and Joh Gorton asked Bob Hawke to become the leader of the ALP in the House of Representatives.

"I hope they work well that by 1985 when we calculate the 50th political anniversary of the unification a more informed and knowledgeable electorate will have developed a greater understanding of the issues which have conditioned and influenced our community and which have led to a more informed and informed set of attitudes instead of a knee jerk emotional reaction to a dilemma in the too hard basket."

22 I said that real flexibility and choice will only come when the whole of society is comfortable with the attitudinal change which is necessary, and until that occurs, some battles are won and some are lost, but the war continues."

23 "You will grow into added responsibility if your 

24 "No society functions properly unless everyone is able to live his or her life without constant fear, frustration or trauma."

"Community-based organisations have earned a solid reputation for increasing the level of rights into the mainstream. Incorporative processes have taken on a much more serious and valued role than they have in the past, and they are now seen as a vehicle for extensions of the processes of the political system."
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28 "...its tragic to see the ramifications of the overlay of our white law. This includes of course the way we have legislated one of the most significant elements in their lives, the land in which they live away from their use. And therefore threatened their material survival and their spiritual fulfilment."
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"Today we celebrate the coming of non-Aborigines to Australia — invaders is I suppose the stringy word"